		

Batt-O-Meter: The First Battery
Tester for Musicians
Boost sales with this essential accessory for
anyone with battery operated music gear!
Not since the electronic tuner has there been a new product so
necessary for musicians who depend on any battery - 9 volt, AA,
AAA, etc. - in order to practice their trade.
Before you finalize a sales transaction for battery-operated
products (active guitars, basses, stompboxes, tuners, etc.),
remind your customer that the Batt-O-Meter saves them time,
money and the environment by running each battery for its
maximum life. Reduce stress by knowing whether a battery
will die before the end of a performance.
All distribution outside the U.S. is handeled by:

Wolf Music Products

Stop Tongue Testing Batteries
Batt-O-Meter™ lets you check
batteries inside effects boxes and
active instruments without having to
remove them. Plug the Power Probe into any
1/4” jack to read the remaining hours of life
and voltage. This device also checks the 1.5V
and 9V batteries rolling around your gig bag.
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“Too many times I’ve stepped onstage
wondering... if the battery’s going to run out
in the middle of a set.With the Batt-O-Meter,
I can put my fears to rest and know exactly
how much time I’ve got left.”— Kylee Swenson,

battometer@wolfproducts.com

Loquat singer/guitarist and EQ magazine Editor

Fast, accurate, and easy to use,
the Batt-O-Meter:
• Saves you from risk and stress during
a performance
• Saves time by allowing you to check 		
battery life WITHOUT taking gear apart
• Saves the environment by reducing the
number of discarded batteries
• Saves you money by extending the usage
of each battery

Another innovation by Keith McMillen Instruments.

For over 30 years, inventor Keith McMillen has been a pioneer
in the music technology field leading such iconic companies as
Zeta, Gibson, Harmon Kardon, Octiv, and more. He continues this
tradition of blending reliability with creativity in his latest endeavor,
Keith McMillen Instruments.

www.Batt-O-Meter.com

Stop wasting. Stop guessing. KNOW when to
change batteries with the Batt-O-Meter, the
world’s first battery tester for musicians.

Another innovation by

Keith McMillen
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